
The Card Game – Frequently Asked Questions

Can I exchange cards for cretaceous coins if I didn’t collect any plant-eaters during my turn? No! You may not exchange 
sets of 3 or more matching Plant-Eater cards for Cretaceous Coins unless you collected at least 1 Plant-Eater during your 
turn.

Can I turn in more than 1 set of matching dinosaurs on my turn? Yes! You may turn in multiple sets of matching Plant-
Eaters during your turn.

If I exchange 4 cards and there is no face up card remaining in the Landscape can I take the top card? No! when 
exchanging 4 matching Plant-Eater cards for a Cretaceous Coin and a reward card, you may only take the reward 
card from any remaining face-up cards in the Landscape.  If there are no cards face-up in the Landscape, you do not 
receive the reward card (so you might as well just exchange 3 cards).

What does the tiny symbol (sun/asteroid/tree/etc.) on the top center of the card do?  The tiny icons in the top center of 
the card identify which expansion the card belongs to. They have no impact on game play.

Is there a limit to how many cards I can hold in my hand?  No! You may hold as many cards as you want in your hand!

If there is a Meat-Eater in the Landscape, and I have a card that it eats in my hand do I have to feed it?  No! Feeding 
or chasing a Meat-Eater is always optional.  You may choose to ignore the meat-Eater and end your turn instead.

After feeding or chasing a Meat-Eater, do I replace it with a new card from the draw pile? If you feed a Meat-Eater 
or a Triceratops chases away a Meat-Eater, do not replace it in the Landscape.  If an Herbivorous Hero chases a Meat-
Eater you DO replace the Meat-Eater in the Landscape with the top card from the draw pile.

Does a Time Traveler always stay in front of the player who played it?  A Time Traveler will stay in front of the player 
who played it until it’s ability is activated (discard the Time Traveler and banish the top card from the draw pile face 
down).  A Time Traveler in front of a player is discarded if the Time Portal Event is resolved, or any Landscape clearing 
Event is resolved (Volcano, Asteroid, Stampede).

If Hot Sun, Foliage, or Roaming Daspletosaurus are in play before the start of my turn (they were resolved during an 
earlier turn and still present in the Landscape), do they count as cards in the Landscape when turning over cards face up 
in the Landscape?  No!  These cards have been resolved, but their effects are still in-play, they do not count towards the 
number of cards that need to be turned face up at the start of a turn.  For example, if Hot Sun and Foliage were 
resolved on a prior player’s turn and are still in play, the active player must turn over 5 cards to start their turn.

When Plant-Eaters cards are exchanged for Cretaceous Coins, what do I do with the Plant-Eater cards involved in the 
exchange?  Plant-Eater cards that are exchanged for Cretaceous Coins are placed in the discard pile.

If your Super Tooth question has not been answered please send it to opitz@FarmFreshGames.com


